Throughout this paper we consider the differential equation (1) where u is a function from the positive reals, R + , into a separable Hubert space X with norm ||g|| = (x, x) iβ . A is a function from R + into B{X), the algebra of continuous linear operators on X. We assume that A(t) is Bochner integrable on every finite subinterval of R + . Then for a given initial value w(0), there exists a unique solution of (1) (see [4, p. 521] ).
Further we always assume that A(t) is periodic. It is no restriction to assume that the period is one, that is A(t + 1) = A(t) for all teR + . The equation (1) is said to be stable if for every initial value w(0), there exists a constant ikf, such that ||tt(ί)|| ^ M for all ίeR + . It is convenient to study the equation
(2) U(t)'= A(t)U(t) , U(0) = I in B(X).
Using the principle of uniform boundedness it is easily seen that (1) is stable if and only if the solution of (2) is bounded. 
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Proof. Let n be the greatest integer ^ t. Then using [1, Th. 4] From now on we assume that A(t) satisfies the following symmetry condition:
There exists a constant continuous operator Q such that Q" 1 is continuous and
Here A* denotes the adjoint of A. PROPOSITION 
Condition (S) is equivalent to
Proof. We have *7*(0)QE7(0) = Q because 17(0) = I. But
A(Z7(t)*QET(i)) = U(t)*A*(t)QU(t) + U(t)*QA(t)U(t) = 0 at if and only if
A*(ί)Q + Qii(t) = 0 .
Let σ(U) be the spectrum of 17. From Proposition 2 it follows that σ(ϋ*(t)) = σ{QU~\t)Q-1 ) = σ(U'\t) that is λeσ(Z7(£)) implies PROPOSITION 3. If Q is positive definite, then (1) The uniqueness of the solution of (2) implies that
Hence (1) is stable if and only if there exists a constant M such that
, where ι > is the spectral radius, it follows that σ(U(ΐ))d{X; |λ| ^ 1} is necessary for the stability of (1). When (S) is satisfied σ(U(l))is symmetric about the unit circle and hence σ(U(ΐ))c:{X; |λ| = 1} is necessary. Now we study the stability of (1) with a perturbation method, due to G. Borg [3] in the finite dimensional case. In order to state the next theorem we introduce some notations. Let the equation be
We assume that Let further U 0 (t) be the unique solution of
Let further e % be the eigenvector with norm one of Z7 0 (l) corresponding to the eigenvalue λ % . Put
are satisfied, then (3) is stable.
The theorem is true if K and b n are replaced by
I o^ί^i Jt J Jo
It is easily seen that K ^ K' but 6^ ^ 6 Λ .
implies both (e) and (f).
Proof of the theorem. The rather lengthy proof is divided in eight parts.
(i) U 0 (t) is unitary for all t.
A calculation shows that UΌ(t)-1 = V(ί)* where V is the unique solution of V' = -Aϊ(t)V, F(0)=I. But since -A} = A* it follows that yi = J7o(ί)*.
(ii) Z7 0 (l) -I is compact.
The integral is compact because Jo it is the limit of compact operators of the form 2" From (i) and (ii) we conclude that {e»}Γ is ^n orthonormal set and indeed a basis because Z7 0 (l) -/ is compact and 1 is not an eigenvalue of C7Ό (1) Further lim λ Λ = 1.
Further it is convenient to write 17(1) = U, U 0 (ΐ) = C7 0 and W(l) = W. Let C* be the circumference of a circle with center X k and radius r k . Ble % = (λ -\ n )~ιe n .
One verifies that W(t) satisfies the equation W'(t) = (Λ(ί) + B(t))TΓ(ί) + B(t)U Q (t)
which has the solution (iv) U-I is compact.
From (iii) it follows that ΣΓ II We n \\* ^ KΣΓK < oo since (e) implies that ΣiTK < oo. Hence W belongs to the Schmidt class, cf. [5] , and is compact. Further
Put D n = {λ; I λ -λ w |< r n }.
(v) U has exactly one eigenvalue, a n , in D n and a n is simple.
Since C7 -/is compact and 1 ί D n it follows that there is only a finite number of eigenvalues of U in D n . Now it is convenient to introduce a parameter μ in the equation. where M = max || £? Λ (//) ||. According to a well known lemma (see [6, p. 424] ) it follows that dim E n (μ v+1 )X = dim E n {μ,)X if both sides are finite. This is the case here because U(μ) -I is compact for 0 ^ μ 5Ξ 1 and D n contains only a finite number of eigenvalues. Now dim E n (0)X = 1 and hence, dim E n (ϊ)X = 1 by induction. Thus there is exactly one point a n e σ( U) in D n and this a n must be simple.
Thus we study U' = (A 0 (t) + μB(t))U,
(vi) |α.| = l.
Assume that | a n \ > 1. Then it follows that a' 1 e D n . But due to (S) we find that ά^eσiU) and there will be two points belonging to σ{U) in D n . This is impossible.
Assume now that | a n \ < 1. If α" 1 e D u we can apply the same argument as above. If a~ι£D n it is easily seen that a^ζσiU).
In fact we show that if λg \jTD k and λ Φ 1 it follows that X£σ(U). We need only consider X with | λ | > 1. Let D k be the circle closest to X. Then it is clear that {λ -X n | ^ 11 X n -X k \ -r k | for all n and we get bl | λ -X n |~2 ^ K± b\{\ X n -X k I -r & )-2 < 1 1 1 w=l due to (e). Hence R κ exists.
Now we have proved that σ{U) consists of simple eigenvalues on the unit circle with limit point 1. In the finite dimensional case it follows immediately that (3) is stable (see Boman [2] ). In the infinite dimensional case we have to use condition (/).
Put ^(0) = E % and EJX) = F n . If F n e n Φ 0 we put φ n = F n e n and if F n e n = 0 we choose φ n as an arbitrary eigenvector of U corresponding to a n . We have E n e n = e n and Uφ n = a n <p n .
A calculation shows that
Here we used the fact that \\Rl\\ = r" 1 for all λ€c Λ . Then Σ || (F. -j&Jβ. || 2 S const. £ δ 2 r; 2 < oo due to (f) .
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It follows that F n e n = 0 only for a finite number of n and hence
We define a linear operator P by the relation Px = ΣΓ <*V9>V where * = ΣΓ c u e v and ΣΓ \c u | 2 < oo # We recall that an operator T is called injective if Tx = 0 implies # = 0.
(viii) I -P is compact and P is injective. Hence P* 1 is continuous.
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£ II (I -P)β. |Γ = Σ II β. -?>. II 2 < -due to (vii) .
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Thus /-P belongs to the Schmidt class and is compact (see [5] ). Assume now that Px = ΣΓ c v φ v = 0. We apply the projection F k and get
and c k = 0 for every &. Hence $ = 0 and P is injective.
Now we end the proof of the theorem. We have to estimate || U n x\\ for an arbitrary xeX. Put y = P~ιx and assume that y = 2,Γ α v e v . We get a? = Py = XΓ α^v and which implies that || Ϊ7 Λ || ^ ||P|| || JP"" X || for every n and the proof is finished.
Proo/. From the proof of (iii) it follows that || WRZ\\ ^ C for all λ e UΓ C k . Further we get 
